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Course objectives
Upon completion of this course you will be able to:

- Use proper modeling techniques to capture crack-tip singularities in fracture mechanics problems
- Use Abaqus/CAE to create meshes appropriate for fracture studies
- Calculate stress intensity factors and contour integrals around a crack tip
- Simulate material damage and failure
- Simulate crack growth using cohesive behavior, VCCT, and XFEM
- Simulate fatigue crack growth

Targeted audience
Simulation Analysts

Prerequisites
This course is recommended for engineers with experience using Abaqus
Day 1

- Lesson 1  Basic Concepts of Fracture Mechanics
- Lesson 2  Fracture Analysis of Sharp Cracks
  - Workshop 1  Crack in a Three-point Bend Specimen
- Lesson 3  General Fracture Analysis
  - Workshop 2  Crack in a Helicopter Airframe Component
Day 2

- Lesson 4  Material Failure and Wear
- Lesson 5  Element-based Cohesive Behavior
  - Workshop 3  Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using Cohesive Connections (Part 1)
  - Workshop 4  Crack Growth in a Helicopter Airframe Component using Cohesive Elements
- Lesson 6  Surface-based Cohesive Behavior
  - Workshop 3  Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using Cohesive Connections (Part 2)
Day 3

- Lesson 7  Virtual Crack Closure Technology (VCCT)
  - Workshop 5  Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using VCCT
- Lesson 8  Fatigue Crack Growth
- Lesson 9  Mesh-independent Fracture Modeling (XFEM)
  - Workshop 6  Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using XFEM
  - Workshop 7  Modeling Crack Propagation in a Pressure Vessel with Abaqus using XFEM
Additional Material

- Appendix 1  Other Fracture Mechanics Techniques
- Appendix 2  Focused Mesh with Keywords
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Environment Requirements for this course

This course does not contain any software installation files necessary to perform the exercises. In order to practice, you must have access to a software installation and environment that includes:

- Client application installed on your machine
- Abaqus 2020

To install the files necessary to complete the workshop exercises, please do the following:

1. From the main menu bar of Abaqus/CAE, select **Plug-ins → Tools → Install Courses**.
2. In the **Install Courses** dialog box:
   - Specify the directory to which the files will be written.
   - Choose the course(s) for which the files will be extracted.
   - Click **OK**.

If you have any questions on how to access your environment, please contact your assigned Dassault Systèmes support team. You may also contact your education provider using the information on the **Contact us** page on the **Companion Learning Space** (Help > Contact Us menu.)
Lesson 1: Basic Concepts of Fracture Mechanics

Lesson content:

- Introduction
- Fracture Mechanisms
- Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
- Small Scale Yielding
- Energy Considerations
- The J-integral
- Mixed-Mode Fracture
- Fatigue
- Other Techniques
Lesson 2: Fracture Analysis of Sharp Cracks

Lesson content:

- Crack Modeling Overview
- Modeling Sharp Cracks in Two Dimensions
- Modeling Sharp Cracks in Three Dimensions
- Calculation of Contour Integrals
- Examples
  - Penny-shaped crack in an infinite space
  - Conical crack in a half-space
  - Compact Tension Specimen
- Workshop Preliminaries
- Workshop 1: Crack in a Three-point Bend Specimen

2.5 hours
Lesson 3: General Fracture Analysis

Lesson content:

- Finite-Strain Analysis of Crack Tips
- Limitations of 3D Swept Meshing for Fracture
- Modeling Cracks with Keyword Options
- Nodal Normals in Contour Integral Calculations
- J-Integrals at Multiple Crack Tips
- Through Cracks in Shells
- Mixed-Mode Fracture
- Material Discontinuities
- Numerical Calculations with Elastic-Plastic Materials
- Residual Stresses
- Workshop 2: Crack in a Helicopter Airframe Component

2 hours
Lesson 4: Material Failure and Wear

Lesson content:

- Progressive Damage and Failure
- Damage Initiation Criteria for Ductile Metals
- Damage Evolution
- Element Removal
- Damage in Fiber-Reinforced Composite Materials
- Damage in Fasteners
- Material Wear and Ablation
Lesson 5: Element-based Cohesive Behavior

Lesson content:

- Overview
- Introduction
- Element Technology
- Constitutive Response
- Viscous Regularization
- Modeling Techniques
- Examples
- Workshop 3: Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using Cohesive Connections (Part 1)
- Workshop 4: Crack Growth in a Helicopter Airframe Component using Cohesive Elements

3 hours
Lesson 6: Surface-based Cohesive Behavior

Lesson content:

- Surface-based Cohesive Behavior
- Element-based vs. Surface-based Cohesive Behavior
- Workshop 3: Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using Cohesive Connections (Part 2)
Lesson 7: Virtual Crack Closure Technique (VCCT)

Lesson content:

- Introduction
- VCCT Criterion
- LEFM Example using Abaqus/Standard
- LEFM Example using Abaqus/Explicit
- Output
- Ductile Fracture with VCCT
- VCCT Plug-in
- Comparison with Cohesive Behavior
- Examples
- Workshop 5: Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using VCCT

2 hours
Lesson content:

- Introduction
- Low-cycle Fatigue in Bulk Ductile Materials
- Linear Elastic Fatigue Crack Growth Analysis Procedure
- Fatigue Crack Growth Criterion
- Fatigue Crack Growth at Material Interfaces
- Fatigue Crack Growth in Bulk Brittle Materials
- Improving Crack Front Smoothness
- Summary

1 hour
Lesson 9: Mesh-independent Fracture Modeling (XFEM)

Lesson content:

- Introduction
- Basic XFEM Concepts
- Contact Modeling with XFEM
- Damage Modeling
- Cohesive Damage Modeling
- LEFM-based Damage Modeling
- Creating an XFEM Fracture Model
- Example 1 – Crack Initiation and Propagation using Cohesive Damage
- Example 2 – Crack Initiation and Propagation using LEFM
- Example 3 – Fatigue
- Example 4 – Propagation of an Existing Crack
- Example 5 – Delamination and Through-thickness Crack Propagation
- Example 6 – Contour Integrals
- Example 7 – Pressure Penetration
- Modeling Tips
- Limitations
- Workshop 6: Crack Growth in a Three-point Bend Specimen using XFEM
- Workshop 7: Modeling Crack Propagation in a Pressure Vessel with Abaqus using XFEM

3 hours
Appendix 1: Other Fracture Mechanics Techniques

Appendix content:

- Nonlinear Fracture Mechanics
- Creep Fracture
- Interfacial Fracture
Appendix content:

* Generate a Focused Mesh with Keyword Options*